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Honorable Justices:
On behalf of the Consumer Attorneys of California and the American
Association for Justice, counsel submits this letter1 in support of the petition for
review of Kathleen Willlhide-Michiulis.2 The Court of Appeal has misinterpreted
the concept of gross negligence which negates recreational-facility release
provisions. An employee’s reckless disregard of the employer’s written safety
rules is gross negligence. A recreational facility employee’s conscious disregard
of the employer’s safety rules is not a risk inherent in any sport.
The Court of Appeal imposes on members of the public the risk of all
injuries caused by employee safety-rule violations at recreational facilities so long
as the patron acquiesces to the employer’s contract-of-adhesion release. No other
case goes so far for good reason. The basic questions of “gross negligence” and
“risks inherent in a sport” are ones for a jury. The Courts of Appeal are not

1

No party has participated in the preparation of this letter and no party has
provided any funding for it.
2

Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.500, subd. (g).
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uniform in their approach.3 These are important questions of law the Court
should settle. (Rule 8.500.)

Interest of CAOC and AAJ as Amici Curiae
Founded in 1962, CAOC is a voluntary non-profit membership organization
representing over 6,000 consumer attorneys practicing in California. Its members
predominantly represent individuals subjected to consumer fraud, unlawful
employment practices, personal injuries and insurance bad faith. CAOC has taken
a leading role in advancing and protecting the rights of consumers, employees and
injured victims in both the courts and the Legislature.
The American Association for Justice is a voluntary national bar
association whose trial lawyer members primarily represent plaintiffs in personal
injury lawsuits, civil rights and employment rights actions, and small business
litigation. AAJ’s mission is to preserve the constitutional right of access to the
courts for redress of wrongful injury as well as the Seventh Amendment right to
trial by jury in civil cases.
Conscious indifference to written safety rules
is not a risk inherent in any sport and constitutes gross negligence.
Gross negligence has long been a tort concept in California. Over eighty
years ago the Court said: “Gross negligence has been repeatedly defined in the
California cases as ‘the want of slight diligence,’ ‘an entire failure to exercise care,
or the exercise of so slight a degree of care as to justify the belief that there was
an indifference to the things and welfare of others,’ and ‘that want of care which
would raise a presumption of the conscious indifference to consequences.’
(Citations.)” (Cooper v. Kellogg (1935) 2 Cal.2d 504, 510–511 (Cooper).) The
Court relied on cases earlier still.

3

Compare the opinion under review with Jiminez v. 24 Hour Fitness (2015)
237 Cal.App.4th 546 (Jiminez) and Rosencrans v. Dover Images, Ltd. (2011) 192
Cal.App.4th 1072.
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Gross negligence has a place in the criminal law. “Indifference to
consequences” put differently is “conscious indifference.” And so the Court has
held. Gross negligence is “[t]he state of mind of a person who acts with conscious
indifferences to the consequences is simply, “I don't care what happens.” (People
v. Bennett (1991) 54 Cal.3d 1032, 1036 (Bennett).)”[T]he test of gross negligence
is an objective one, i.e., whether a reasonable person in the defendant's position
would have been aware of the risks.” (Ibid.)
Measured by the Bennett standard, the question of whether Clifford Mann’s
driving a snowcat with the tiller running in direct violation of Mammoth Mountain
Ski Area written safety rules amounted to gross negligence is for the jury. Mann
knew operating the snowcat with the tiller running was dangerous to skiers. He
knew there had been previous tiller-caused injuries. And he knew of the two
written MMSA safe rules prohibiting such operation.4 What’s worse, Mann’s
operating the tiller with skiers present was something he would do again.5 In other
words, a jury could find his state of mind was “I don’t care what happens.”
(Bennett, supra, 54 Cal.3d at p. 1036.)6
In assessing whether Willhide’s injury was a risk inherent to snowboarding,
the Court of Appeal’s focus was too broad. Whether or not the presence of a
snowcat on an active run is a risk inherent in the sport, snowcat operations on an
active ski run with the tiller running are not risks inherent to skiing and
snowboarding. Willhide’s injuries were not the result of her colliding with the
snowcat. Rather, they resulted from her being caught up in the rotating tiller.
Consider a prospective MMSA skier. What safety risks am I running one
might inquire. If that prospective skiier looked at MMSA’s own rules, he or she
would learn that rotating tillers were not among those risks. But the Court of

4

9 AA 1310, 1311, see also the factual record more fully developed in the
Petition for Review at pages 11-18.
5

6

9 AA 1462-1463.

Amici submit the Court could properly find Mann’s conduct to constitute
gross negligence as a matter of law.
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Appeal would have skiers assume that risk even though it was created by a
violation of MMSA’s own safety rules.
Other appellate courts likely would disagree. In Chavez v. 24-Hour Fitness
USA, Inc. (2015) 238 Cal.App.4th 632, 640-641, the defendant’s failure to perform
equipment maintenance in accordance with the written schedule created an issue
of fact whether the defendant was grossly negligent. In Jimenez, supra. 237
Cal.App.4th at p. 556, the court found a permissible inference of gross negligence
in defendant’s failure to follow the safety precautions in the treadmill owner’s
manual. And in Rosencrans, supra, 192 Cal.App.4th at p. 1086, an inference of
gross negligence found support in the defendant’s failure to adhere to a motocross
operations safety manual.
The Bennett court was addressing the gross negligence required for the
crime of “gross vehicular manslaughter while intoxicated.” (Bennett, supra, 54
Cal.3d at p. 1034, Pen. Code., § 191.5; ) This Court should grant review and make
clear that such a standard applies in the civil tort law. The Court should resolve
the conflict in the Courts of Appeal.
A civil defendant can have no less a standard of care than a criminal one. A
defendant’s conscious failure to follow its own written safety rules is not a risk
inherent in any sport and supports an inference of gross negligence.

Respectfully,
/s
Alan Charles Dell’Ario
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